NO.NU/EBSB Club/2020 -04

Dated: 19:06:2020

To,

Mr. Peter Ki
EBSB Coordinator
Nagaland University, Lumami

Sub: Report on EBSB Club Photo contest regarding

A Photo contest based on the theme "Madhya Pradesh at a Glance" was conducted by EBSB Club Nagaland University Lumami for 2020. Criteria for the competition was maximum 2 photo entry for a participant with minimal editing, Caption along with photograph etc.. Photo entry (Soft copy) was submitted to Er. Zajamo Yanthan (EBSB member) for sorting. Last date of Photo entry was 19th March 2020. There was a total of 22 Photo participants out of which the best 5 photos was selected.

The photo judges for the Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Club, Nagaland University Photo contest was Prof. Lanusashi Longkumer from the Department of Geography as convenor along with Mrs. Neizhanuo Golmei (Department of Political Science, NU) and Dr. A. Paul (Department of Botany, NU) as members for the Photo Contest.

The winners for the photo contest was declared on 11th June, 2020. The winners were-
Varied dishes unites to serve one purpose so do people of mother India

1st: Varied dishes unites to serve one purpose so do people of mother india
Submitted by: Tanghiu
Department: Geography
Semester: 4th
2nd: When the sun has set, no candle can replace it.
Submitted by: Manom K Konyak
Department: Political Science
Semester: 2nd
3rd: Every God's creations has beauty on it’s own. If you find anything ugly, magnify your focus, you'll find its beauty.
Submitted Name: Rükuvoto Keyho
Department: Botany
Semester: 2\textsuperscript{nd}
4th: Tangle in Culture
Submitted by: Nuthizo Swuro
Department: Zoology
Semester: 2nd
5th: Distinct ethnic group and culture swings with pride under one tree.
Submitted by: Tanghiu
Department: Geography
Semester: 4th Sem

I like to acknowledged all the EBSB Club members, Judges and participants for making the event a success.

Thanking you.

Your sincerely
(Dr. Kedovikho Yhoshü)
Nodal Person, EBSB Club
Nagaland University Lumami

Copy to:
1. PS to Vice Chancellor, Nagaland University for information
2. EBSB Coordinator